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optimized luxury brand videos in 2012
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By KAYLA HUT ZLER

The increasing use of tablets among affluent consumers will

cause mobile video consumption to rise over the next year, opening a new platform for
luxury brands' video content.

Marketers already creating video for campaigns and to give behind-the-scenes glimpses
would be smart to optimize this content for mobile phones. Many affluent consumers use
iPads for research and entertainment consumption, making it a prime way to reach users
while they are relaxed and open to branded messages.

“As an advertiser, it is  important to be where the customer is doing their research and
consuming content,” said Deb Hall, managing director at web2mobile, Toronto.
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“Affluent consumers are researching products to buy and finding content on their tablets,
iPads and smartphones, so we believe mobile video ads are a great way to reach the
affluent shopper,” she said.

Show time
With smartphone and tablet penetration on the rise, click-through rates on these devices
are beginning to exceed those on a desktop, per Ms. Hall.

Therefore, it is  integral that luxury brand advertisers turn to mobile platforms to reach this
highly-engaged audience.

Plus, a majority of the time mobile video plays full-screen, helping to decrease the
chances that the consumer gets distracted by another object on the screen.

"Mobile video is incredibly effective for extending brand awareness when it’s  placed in a
contextually relevant environment to target key demographics and audiences that are
important to the brand," said Laura Woolston,marketing manager at Velti’s  Mobclix
Exchange, Palo Alto, CA.

"Cross-screen video ad campaigns enable brands to combine engagement and response
objectives to enrich their media buys and ensure a higher ROI," she said.

Indeed, the ability to spark emotion through a video is one of its  major marketing benefits,
letting the consumer connect with a brand on a personal level.

Many luxury brands are already creating video to post on their Web sites and social media
outlets, both to give behind-the-scenes looks and to promote current collections.

Indeed, luxury brands such as Chanel, Marc Jacobs and Tag Heuer used video and social
media when ushering in the New Year and stay top-of-mind (see story).

Additionally, automakers Audi, BMW, Land Rover and Mercedes all used television
commercials to promote new lines and services in 2011 (see story).

However, a few alterations should be made to make the videos mobile-friendly.

Long and short of it
Long-form, Flash-heavy videos may work well to display a luxury brand’s story or
collection on a desktop, but this type of video content will not cut it on a mobile device.

Instead, mobile video should be short in length, since mobile users are generally on-the-
go and likely do not have time to watch full-length campaign shots.

"For mobile video, it’s  key to remember that your audience is most likely on the go, so
brief snippets of content that are entertaining and attention grabbing are best," Velti's  Ms.
Woolston said.

Additionally, luxury marketers should ensure that the user can easily leave the video ad
and return to their browsing experience at will.

While creating a video that does not have an opt-out or escape option may increase the
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eyeballs on the ad, it could also frustrate consumers who do not want to watch.

Video also goes viral very quickly, with consumers sharing videos they find funny or cute
with their social networks. This helps to spread the advertising beyond an ad that a brand
buys.

Therefore, including a social media sharing option on mobile video is also important.
However, this is the part that brands often forget.

For example, Chanel employs mobile video on its optimized watch and jewelry sites (see
story), but there is no way for users to share this video with their friends.

“Clear calls -to-action, shorter clips, and simple navigation are the keys to successful
mobile video marketing,” Web2mobile's Ms. Hall said.

Final Take
Kayla Hutzler, editorial assistant on Luxury Daily, New York
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